Many approaches to engineer source strength have been proposed to enhance crop yield potential. However, a wellco-ordinated source-sink relationship is required finally to realize the promised increase in crop yield potential in the farmer's field. Source-sink interaction has been intensively studied for decades, and a vast amount of knowledge about the interaction in different crops and under different environments has been accumulated. In this review, we first introduce the basic concepts of source, sink and their interactions, then summarize current understanding of how source and sink can be manipulated through both environmental control and genetic manipulations. We show that the source-sink interaction underlies the diverse responses of crops to the same perturbations and argue that development of a molecular systems model of source-sink interaction is required towards a rational manipulation of the source-sink relationship for increased yield. We finally discuss both bottom-up and top-down routes to develop such a model and emphasize that a community effort is needed for development of this model.
Introduction
Increasing photosynthesis can increase crop yield potential (Zhu et al., 2010; Long et al., 2015) when photosynthate partitioning and factors influencing sink growth remain unchanged (Long et al., 2006b) . Unfortunately, although much effort has been made in exploring the source-sink relationship, we are still far from fully understanding source-sink interaction and even further from rational manipulation of the source-sink relationship. As a reflection of this, breeders usually struggle with the low grain setting rate and low-efficiency remobilization of stem and sheath reserve (thus a low harvest index and/ or low grain filling rate) in hybrid rice cultivars with a high yield potential (Yang et al., 2002a; Yang and Zhang, 2010) . Similarly, the optimal partitioning of photosynthate for root growth differs between cultivars and even in the same cultivar under different conditions (Siddique et al., 1990; Ehdaie and Waines, 2008) . Concurrently, there is no consensus on whether an increased grain filling rate or extended grain filling duration would improve rice grain yield (Jones et al., 1979; Ying et al., 1998; Yang et al., 2002b; Yang et al., 2008) , whether the utilization of sugar by the sink can promote leaf photosynthesis (Heuvelink and Buiskool, 1995; Nakano et al., 1995) , or whether delayed leaf senescence always contributes to higher yield (Phillips et al., 1984; Borrell et al., 2000; Liang et al., 2014) . The different optimal source-sink relationship for higher yields between crops, or even among the same crop species under different conditions, demands a mechanistic understanding of source-sink interaction. Furthermore, the global climate, as reflected by the changed ambient air temperature or CO 2 concentration or soil water availability due to altered precipitation (Vörösmarty et al., 2000; Wheeler and von Braun, 2013) , also requires breeding crops with different optimal source sink-relationships to realize crop yield increase. Finally, the source-sink relationship can also be of great importance in optimizing plant growth under stresses, as demonstrated in Rivero et al. (2007) , which shows that a suppression of drought-induced leaf senescence by transgenic expression of an IPT gene in tobacco can greatly enhance plant drought tolerance.
This review aims to highlight current progress in sourcesink interaction and discuss the rationale of why a systems approach is needed to elucidate the molecular mechanisms of source-sink interaction. Specifically, we first introduce the long-known basic concepts of source, sink, and their interaction, followed by summarizing known and putative mechanisms involved in source-sink interaction. Then, we discuss current approaches to manipulating the source-sink relationship and discuss the rationale of why we observe different responses even under similar manipulations. Finally, we propose a molecular systems biology approach to elucidate the detailed molecular mechanism of the source-sink interaction.
Source-sink interaction: the basics

The definition of terminologies used in source-sink interaction
The concepts of source and sink in plants were first proposed by Mason and Maskell (1928) . Source is a material producer and exporter, and sink is a material importer and consumer (Foyer and Paul, 2001) . For example, mature leaves and other green tissues are a source of carbon (C), while root and growing tubers/fruits/seeds are a sink of C (Table 1) . Similarly, root is the only source of inorganic nitrogen (N), and mature leaves are often the major source for organic N, whereas the growing tubers/fruits/seeds are a sink for both inorganic and organic N (Table 1 ). Stem and/or leaf sheath phloem parenchyma cells often act as a reserve pool for temporary storage of C and N-before tuber/seed/fruit setting, they act as a sink, and during tuber/seed/fruit setting they often play the role of a source (Table 1) . Flow is the transport system that connects source and sink organs. When we discuss flow, we usually refer to the xylem/phloem transport system, especially phloem sieve tubes, which transport most of the organic matter within plants.
Sink activity is used to describe the metabolic activity of assimilate consumption/storage in sink organs. It sets the physiological constraints for assimilate import (Ho, 1988) . Sink strength is defined as the ability of a sink organ to import assimilates, which is co-determined by sink size, sink activity, and source to sink transport conductivity (Ho, 1988) . Source activity/strength can be defined similarly. However, there is no consensus on how to quantify them, as a reflection of a need for better definitions of these terms (Farrar, 1993; Marcelis, 1996) .
Status of source activity greatly influences sink function
C and N from source tissues form the substrates for different sink metabolic activities such as sink formation, development, and maintenance. This is shown by the significant positive correlation between panicle size and C and N supply during the rice panicle formation stage (Nagata et al., 2001; Takai et al., 2006) , improved sink formation at increased source strength under elevated atmospheric CO 2 concentration (Kim et al., 2001; Long et al., 2006a; Yoshida, 1973) , and improved yield in lowland rice under increased N supply (Fageria and Baligar, 2001) . Notably, the influence of modifying the source on the sink is highly species and growth stage dependent. For example, in many free air CO 2 enrichment (FACE) experiments, cotton usually shows a greater relative increase in crop yield than sorghum (Ainsworth and Long, 2005) ; short-term shading during early grain filling does not decrease the yield potential (Kobata et al., 2000) , whereas shading during panicle initiation to flowering can greatly lower spikelet number m −2 and thus grain yield (Yoshida, 1981) .
Feedback effect of C or N metabolites on source
The level of leaf non-structural carbohydrates (NSCs), which can be regulated by leaf sugar export and sink C utilization, has long been proposed to have a feedback effect on photosynthesis (see review by Neales and Incoll, 1968) . Several mechanisms working at different time scales might be involved in this regulation. At the millisecond to second time scale, synthesis of end-products can influence recycling of phosphate (P i ), which is required for photophosphorylation and hence new ATP production (Stitt, 1986) . This is clearly demonstrated by the increase of photosynthesis under increased supply of P i or increased recycling of P i , especially under high light or CO 2 concentration (Leegood and Furbank, 1986; Rao and Terry, 1989; Galtier et al., 1993; Zhang et al., 2016) . At the minute time scale, NSC accumulation can lead to redox signals which influence expression of photosystem-related genes (Paul and Foyer, 2001 ). The overaccumulation of starch has been reported to decrease photosynthetic capacity either by feedback inhibition of C metabolism or by physical limitation/damage of chloroplast (Delucia et al., 1985) . Within days to weeks, NSC accumulation can lead to a decreased amount of Rubisco and other Calvin cycle enzymes (Krapp et al., 1991) . In addition, leaf development and senescence can also be influenced by NSC accumulation (Gibson, 2005; Pourtau et al., 2006) . There is a similar feedback effect of N to the root. For example, an excessive N level in the root can reduce N transporter activity or N absorption-related gene expression (Vidmar et al., 2000; Glass et al., 2002) . In addition, diverse root morphological adaptations to the N supply have been observed, including a localized stimulatory effect of external nitrate on lateral root elongation, systemic inhibition of high tissue nitrate level on the activation of lateral root meristem, and suppression of high C:N ratios to lateral root initiation, etc. (Zhang et al., 2007) .
Signaling molecules in source-sink interaction
Phytohormones play important roles in source-sink interaction. During the first Green Revolution, breeders altered the source-sink interaction of crops with the selection of lines with a semi-dwarf phenotype, which have a perturbed gibberellin (GA) signaling pathway (Peng et al., 1999; . A number of other phytohormones have also been reported to regulate source-sink interaction. For example, in leaf, a higher cytokinin (CK) level can stimulate Rubisco activity, influence expression of photosynthetic genes, and delay leaf senescence (Jordi et al., 2000; Paul and Foyer, 2001; Cortleven and Schmülling, 2015) . while ethylene (Wang et al., 2011) , abscisic acid (ABA) (Yang et al., 2001) , and CKs (Yang et al., 2000) can greatly influence the rice grain filling process.
Some signaling molecules other than phytohormones can also act as crucial regulators of C and N metabolism or their translocation, and hence source-sink relationship. For example, recently, the transcription factor HY5 was found to be able to regulate leaf C transport, root N absorption, and root growth for a balanced C/N level in plants (Chen et al., 2016) . C and N substrates themselves can also act as signals. Trehalose 6-phosphate, a substrate in C metabolism, though only in trace amounts, may interact with other sugar signaling proteins such as hexokinase, 14-3-3 proteins, and sucrose nonfermenting-1-related protein kinase1 (SnRK1) to regulate both photosynthetic capacity and sink development (Figueroa and Lunn, 2016; Paul et al., , 2008 . Sucrose and hexose similarly can regulate both C metabolism in source organs (Koch, 1996) and cell expansion and division in sink organs (Bihmidine et al., 2013) . One of the major macronutrients for plants, nitrate, has also recently been shown to mediate root to shoot signaling (Easlon and Bloom, 2013; Meng et al., 2016) . It is worth noting here that the regulatory roles of some of these signaling molecules are species specific (Stitt, 1991; Roitsch, 1999) . A detailed discussion of how regulatory molecules influence source-sink interaction is beyond the scope of this review. In the following sections, we focus on how primary C and N metabolism impacts observed patterns of source-sink interaction.
Manipulation of the source-sink relationship for increased crop yields
The long-standing interest in source-sink interaction arises from the potential of manipulating it for greater yields. Many efforts with manipulations have been made, spanning from field management (or local environment control) to genetic engineering of enzymes/transporters related to source and sink capacity or flow resistance.
Field management or local environment control
Plant growth is influenced by many environmental factors, including ambient atmospheric conditions (e.g. temperature, light, humidity, and CO 2 concentration) and soil parameters (e.g. pH, viscosity, and water and nutrients status). Although atmospheric conditions cannot be manipulated in an agricultural context, in facility agriculture, light quality, light levels, CO 2 levels, and temperature can be manipulated and have shown major impacts on the source-sink relationship (Myster and Moe, 1995; Spanomitsios, 2001) . Night temperature can significantly influence plant morphology (Myster and Moe, 1995) , crop yield (Peng et al., 2004) , and cereal grain quality (Table 2 ; Counce et al., 2005) . Under diurnal high temperature treatments, grain filling terminates early, even earlier than the complete senescence of leaves (Table 2 ; Kim et al., 2011) .
In the field, control of irrigation and fertilizer application schedules can alter the source-sink interaction pattern. For example, spikelet number can be regulated by N fertilizer during the young panicle differentiation stage (Hasegawa et al., 1994; Kim et al., 2001) . Similarly, alternate wetting and moderate soil drying after flowering can significantly improve rice grain filling, harvest index, and yield (Table 2; H. . A dramatic increase in crop yield may be obtained from such manipulation, as demonstrated by Chen et al. (2014) when crops were grown under an 'improved management' practice.
Engineering enzyme activities in source and sink organs
Source or sink activity can be regulated by manipulating the activity of enzymes. Many reviews on engineering C and/or N metabolism enzymes to increase source and sink activities are H. Severe soil dry Grain filling rate (-), setting rate (-), and yield ( (Zhu et al., 2010; Valluru et al., 2014) . Here we highlight a few of these approaches. Smidansky et al. (2002) showed that enhanced ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase (AGPase) activity in wheat endosperm enhances grain filling and yield (Table 2) . Sturm and Tang (1999) surveyed many pieces of evidence and suggested that the sucrose-cleaving enzymes (especially in the sink) are especially crucial for plant development and C partitioning. Recently, Maloney et al. (2015) showed that sucrose phosphate synthase (SPS) can interact with sucrose phosphate phosphatase (SPP) in planta; a fusion construct between the two genes enhances source activity and promotes plant growth in both transgenic Arabidopsis and hybrid poplar. Manipulating the assimilation and metabolism of N also has the potential to influence source/sink activity, and correspondingly the final yield (Yamaya et al., 2002; Good et al., 2004) . For example, overexpression of cytosolic glutamine synthetase 1 (GS1) can increase nitrogen use efficiency and crop productivity in different species, although the enhancement differed among species and growth conditions (see review by Thomsen et al., 2014) ; overexpression of plant-specific Dof1 transcription factor led to up-regulation of multiple genes involved in carbon skeleton production such as phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEPC), which improves N assimilation and growth especially under low N supply (Yanagisawa et al., 2004) . A large number of genes/loci selected during the rice breeding process have been detected through analyses of genome information (Xie et al., 2015) , many of which are related to N metabolism.
Engineering long-and short-distance transport resistance
Assimilate transport also plays an important role in sourcesink interaction (Minchin and Lacointe, 2005) . It includes both short-distance transport occurring at source and sink organs (e.g. sucrose loading/unloading), and long-distance transport within the phloem. The resistance of long-distance transport, which is mainly attributed to the physical structure of the phloem, does not seem limiting for assimilate distribution under normal circumstances, as indicated by the many folds increase in the flux through root base phloem when the seminal root number of wheat seedling is forced to be one (Passioura and Ashford, 1974) and the lack of impact on leaf carbohydrate accumulation and photosynthesis with removal of three-quarters of the phloem area in wet tropical rain forest trees (Asao and Ryan, 2015) . Nevertheless, resistance for assimilate transport between tillers for multitiller crops might be much greater than that within a tiller. For example, rice seemed to have little between-tiller photosynthate transfer, even when the ear of one tiller was removed (Yin et al., 1958) . Interestingly, wheat seems to show more between-tiller transfer (Rawson and Hofstra, 1969; Cook and Evans, 1978) , suggesting that there might be genetic variation in this property, which can be a potential target in engineering C and N partitioning within plant.
Compared with physical resistance of long-distance transport discussed above, physiological 'resistance' of shortdistance transport may play a more important role. In spite of symplastic transport through plasmodesmata, the main short-distance transport resistance comes from the efficiency of transmembrane transporters. There is great potential to enhance crop yield by manipulation of these transporters (Braun et al., 2014) . For example, OsSUT2 is a tonoplastlocated sucrose transporter, impaired function of which limits sugar export from source leaves to sink organs and affects rice plant growth significantly (Table 2 ; Eom et al., 2011) . In potato, tuber-specific inhibition of SUT1 (sucrose transporter1) reduced fresh weight accumulation during early stages of tuber development, which suggests a potential role for SUT1 in phloem unloading (Table 2 ; Kühn et al., 2003) . However, independent inhibition of LeSUT1 and LeSUT2 in tomato shows that SUT1 is essential in phloem loading, but SUT2 plays a role in pollen tube growth (Hackel et al., 2006) . These transgenic experiments performed in different crops indicate the species-specific roles which some homologous genes may play. Recently, it was found in Arabidopsis that amino acid permease8 (AAP8), which is expressed in the source leaf phloem, plays an important role in amino acid phloem loading and source-sink partitioning of N; decreased amino acid phloem loading and partitioning to sinks in aap8 mutants leads to decreased silique and seed number (Table 2 ; Santiago and Tegeder, 2016) . Rice plants overexpressing OsAMT1;1, a prominent member of the OsAMT1 gene family that is known to be involved in NH 4 + transport in rice plants, have an enhanced root NH 4 + permeability, superior growth, and higher yield under both optimal and suboptimal NH 4 + conditions (Table 2 ; Ranathunge et al., 2014) .
Why diverse responses are observed when a single physiological parameter is altered during the breeding process
In the above section, we showed promising results from manipulating source-sink interaction to gain greater yields. Unfortunately, the effect of modifying properties of either source, or sink, or flow between source and sink on crop yield is far from linear. Indeed, rather different or even contrasting effects of manipulating a particular source-or sink-related property on growth and yield have been observed in many crops under different conditions (Table 2) . We argue that the drastically different responses, in spite of species-specific metabolic and regulatory pathways, are related to diverse source-sink relationships under different growth stages and/ or growth conditions.
Shoot:root ratio (S:R)
The optimal S:R for crop yields has long been studied either through field experiments (Wilson, 1988) or through theoretical modeling (Hilbert, 1990) . Under favorable conditions, decreasing the S:R of rice increases stomatal conductance, photosynthesis, biomass accumulation, and grain dry weight per panicle in an artificial detillering experiment where only the main tiller was kept (Table 2 ; Nada and Abogadallah, 2016). However, under drought conditions, root pruning experiments in wheat dramatically improved water use efficiency and grain yield (Table 2; Ma et al., 2010) . These contrasting effects of altering the S:R are related to the different influence of this factor on source and sink activities under different conditions. On one hand, the root is one of the competing sinks for photosynthate during reproductive growth (Poorter et al., 1990; Foulkes et al., 2011) and modern wheat cultivars with higher yields do show a trend of increasing S:R in the Mediterranean environment (Siddique et al., 1990) .
On the other hand, the root is the source of water and mineral nutrients, and also CKs, which play pivotal roles in regulating leaf senescence (Smart et al., 1991) and plant growth rate (Poorter et al., 1990) . It is worth pointing out here that the optimal S:R also depends on the efficiency of the root to absorb N and water. If a root of a particular cultivar has a much higher or lower N or water uptake capacity, the corresponding demand for root biomass will inevitably be different. In this respect, a number of genes controlling NH 4 + and NO 3 − absorption and transport (e.g. Hu et al., 2015) and water uptake (e.g. Perrone et al., 2012) have been cloned. Furthermore, species-specific responses to manipulation also exist. For example, the S:R is less flexible for tomato under changing plant N concentrations compared with birch, which might be related to an altered allocation between stem and leaves (Agren and Franklin, 2003) . Finally, the S:R is influenced by both environment and ontogenetics (Gedroc et al., 1996) ; therefore, natural variations in genes controlling root morphogenesis, such as genes controlling nutrientinduced changes in root architecture (Zhang and Forde, 1998) , should also be incorporated during selection of the optimal S:R.
Leaf senescence pattern
Leaf senescence pattern influences not only photosynthetic CO 2 uptake, but also N re-allocation at the end of a growing season (Yang and Zhang, 2006) . Leaf senescence is both genetically controlled and influenced by the environment, as shown by the accelerated senescence under diverse stresses (see review by Amasino, 1997 and Lim et al., 2007) . Here we provide several pieces of evidence suggesting that the leaf senescence pattern can also be a result of dynamic interaction between different source and sink organs (Fig. 1) .
First, increased root N uptake after heading can enhance leaf longevity in maize (Rajcan and Tollenaar, 1999a) , possibly through reducing the rate of protein degradation in leaves or by supplying N to the leaves for protein synthesis (Mae and Ohira, 1981) . Secondly, altering the capacity of the root to supply phytohormones can also influence the leaf senescence pattern, as the root is a major source of CKs and ABA. Besides the root, the sink strength of tubers/fruits/seeds is another factor influencing the leaf senescence pattern, as uptake of C and N by tubers/fruits/seeds can induce a drain or accumulation of C and N in leaf, which may influence leaf senescence (Table 2 ; Rajcan and Tollenaar, 1999b ; see also Wingler et al., 2006) . It was also observed that flag leaf immediately initialized its senescence after anthesis (Liang et al., 2014) , which was speculated to be a result of regulation of some unknown signals from florets ( Fig. 1 ; Jagadish et al., 2015) .
Transgenic tobacco plants with increased leaf longevity can result in increased biomass production and seed yield under both normal (Table 2 ; Madoka et al., 2002) and drought conditions (Rivero et al., 2007) . However, in wheat and rice, it was found that sometimes unfavorable delayed senescence (i.e. effective grain filling stops earlier than senescence of leaves) can lower the harvest index and grain filling rate because C and N remobilization during senescence is important for late grain filling (Table 2 ; Gong et al., 2005 ; see also Yang and Zhang, 2006) . Thus, a species-specific optimal leaf senescence pattern is needed to balance maintaining sufficient photosynthetic capacity after flowering and efficient remobilization of C and N to grains/fruits during the later reproductive growth stage.
Grain filling pattern
For cereal crops, final grain yield is related to both the rate and duration of grain filling. A proper grain filling rate and duration can help in more efficient use of assimilated C and N. Theoretically, under a 'moderate and stable grain filling (rate) pattern', roots can be allocated sufficient C (and N) from leaves for maintenance of function rather than senescing early due to strong competition for assimilates from grains; leaf N remobilization and senescence will also be delayed because of sufficient N (and CK) supply from roots for leaves to 'stay green', and, possibly, a more mild facilitating effect on leaf senescence from florets or developing grains. Under such a scenario, more grains on the panicle can be activated and filled with improved assimilate supply at late development stages; less competition exists between superior and inferior grains; high CK levels in vigorous roots may further promote inferior grain cell division activity during endosperm development (Yang et al., 2002b) . Finally enhanced sink strength in late grain filling stages can also result in higher efficiency of converting stem and sheath reserves for grain filling and hence maintain a high harvest index (Aggarwal et al., 1997; Mohapatra et al., 2011) . We illustrated these interactions between leaf, root, and grains mediated by C and N metabolism/transport and signal transduction based on known and putative mechanisms in Fig. 1 .
However, there is still no direct answer to the question of what is the optimal grain filling rate and duration. In some correlation studies, the grain filling rate was positively related to yield per ear (Table 2 ; Jones et al., 1979) or grain setting rate Root is the only source of inorganic nitrogen, and a major source of CKs. Root can produce a proportion of organic nitrogen and transport it to the shoot through the xylem, but it may also import amino acids from the shoot through the phloem. The growth and functional maintenance of the root depend on sugar supply from the shoot. Mature leaf is the major source of carbon and organic nitrogen. Leaf senescence can be regulated by root, grains, and the leaf itself through source-sink interaction with or without environmental stresses (see the text). During leaf senescence, a large amount of organic nitrogen can also be remobilized and reused. Storage cells located in the stem and leaf sheath (e.g. phloem parenchyma cells) form the temporary reserve pool, which can store carbon and nitrogen when the phloem carbon and nitrogen level is high and release them when the opposite is the case. Grains gradually become the major sink of carbon and nitrogen after anthesis. Carbon and nitrogen supply can greatly influence grain number during panicle formation, floret fertility at anthesis, and grain setting during grain filling. During anthesis and grain filling, a substantial amount of CKs can be synthesized to regulate grain cell proliferation and starch accumulation. Developing florets and/or grains may produce certain (unknown) signal(s) to regulate leaf senescence directly, in spite of their drain of leaf nitrogen (see the text). (Yang et al., 2000) ; while in others, grain filling duration, rather than grain filling rate, was shown to be positively correlated with grain yield (Table 2; Yang et al., 2008) . It is also difficult to finetune the grain filling pattern to match the progression of leaf senescence exactly, although a slightly longer duration of rice grain filling might be desired since grain filling often terminates earlier than the complete leaf senescence (Khush, 1997; Kim et al., 2011) . Evolutionarily, and even in an agricultural context as well, it is advantageous to terminate grain filling earlier than complete leaf senescence in order to minimize the odds of leaving too many unfilled grains when unexpected stresses arrive.
Tolerance of leaf photosynthesis to end-products
Inhibition of photosynthesis by end-products has been intensively studied (see review by Rolland et al., 2006) . Various compounds, such as hexose (Huber, 1989) , starch (Delucia et al., 1985) , and P i (Herold, 1980; Pieters et al., 2001) can cause feedback inhibition of photosynthesis, either in the short term or in the long term, as mentioned above. In soybean, wheat, sugarcane, and many other species, accumulated carbohydrate in leaf causes inhibition of photosynthesis and/ or acceleration of leaf senescence (Table 2 ; Azcón-Bieto, 1983; see also Goldschmidt and Huber, 1992; McCormick et al., 2006) . However, some species seem to better tolerate end-product inhibition. Panicle removal or antisense suppression of the sucrose transporter OsSUT1 or OsSUT2 in rice resulted in accumulation of carbohydrate in leaf, but the photosynthetic capacity was almost unaltered (Table 2; Nakano et al., 1995; Eom et al., 2011 ; see also Scofield et al., 2002; Kato, 2004) . Similarly, above-ground dry matter production of tomato plants was hardly influenced by fruit pruning (Table 2 ; Heuvelink and Buiskool, 1995) .
Notably, the feedback effect of NSCs on activity and functional maintenance of a C source greatly depends on plant N content. For example, although there is compelling evidence for carbohydrate inhibition of photosynthetic gene expression (Koch, 1996) , Martin et al. (2002) showed that such repression was only evident when Arabidopsis seedlings were grown under low N conditions. There are also many other experiments in Arabidopsis showing that excess NSC accumulation in leaf can lower photosynthetic efficiency and/or induce leaf early senescence only under low N supply, but not under high N supply (Pourtau et al., 2004; Aoyama et al., 2014) . N can influence photosynthesis by several mechanisms. First, N is an essential component for synthesis of chlorophyll, Rubisco, and other photosynthetic machineries, and hence photosynthetic C metabolism (Huppe and Turpin, 1994; Stitt et al., 2002) . Furthermore, N can influence expression of photosynthetic genes and senescence of leaves by interacting with CKs and other phytohormones (Paul and Foyer, 2001) .
The exact mechanism underlying species-specific effects of end-product accumulation on photosynthesis is still unknown. Using leaves of different plant species that prefer to store starch, sucrose, or hexose, Goldschmidt and Huber (1992) concluded that sucrose is probably not directly responsible for the end-product inhibition of photosynthesis. One possible mechanism through which plants can avoid feedback inhibition might be that excessive assimilates can be temporarily accumulated in shoots or subsequently translocated elsewhere (Austin and Edrich, 1975; Bowes, 1991; Nakano et al., 1995) . Other mechanisms related to the species-specific responses might include using different sugar loading pathways (Rennie and Turgeon, 2009 ), storing excess C in different categories of carbohydrate (Goldschmidt and Huber, 1992) , and possessing different sink growth potential (Poorter, 1993) and different sensitivity of photosynthetic enzymes, such as SPS, to carbohydrate accumulation (Huber and Huber, 1996) .
In summary, although plants share many similar basic regulatory, metabolic, and physiological processes, they show different or even contradictory responses upon changes in a single property related to either source, flow, or sink ( Table  2 ). The basis of these different responses can be classified as follows: (i) the presence of a different metabolic equilibrium state in plant organs (reflected as different source, flow, and sink strength and/or a different source/sink ratio) as a result of different growth stages, growth strategies, or growth conditions; and (ii) the existence of some species-specific metabolic/regulatory pathways (e.g. symbiosis with N 2 fixing in some legumes). In the following section, we argue that for a comprehensive understanding of the source-sink interaction and for an effective identification of potential 'yield enhancers', a new systems approach is needed.
The need for a systems approach: developing a highly mechanistic model of source-sink interaction Given the complex and often non-linear influence of modifying source-or sink-related properties on grain yield (Fig. 2) , what is the best approach to elucidate its mechanistic basis? As is true for any complex trait, grain yield is influenced by many factors, each of which varies between varieties and conditions. Moreover, these factors might also influence each other. As a result, highly non-linear responses of grain yield may be generated even under similar perturbations, either genetically or environmentally. This implies that conclusions drawn from correlation studies with limited experimental data could be misleading. Here we illustrate this concept using a hypothetical scenario where the target function needs to be maximized ('Fitness' in Fig. 3A) given two causal factors (Factor 1 and Factor 2 in Fig. 3A) . As one can see, when one of the factors is fixed, the 'Fitness' has a nonlinear relationship with the other factor (Fig. 3B, C) , and the optimal 'Fitness' can only be reached with a co-ordination of factor 1 and 2 (the dashed lines in Fig. 3B, C) . However, if we use a limited sample population (regions bounded by the dashed rectangle in Fig. 3A ) and a random sampling method (red dots in Fig. 3A) , we obtain an 'observed relationship' between 'Fitness' and each factor (Fig. 3D, E) , namely 'Fitness is positively correlated with Factor 2 but has no relationship with Factor 1'. This conclusion is therefore far from the reality (Fig. 3A) . This phenomenon might be a reason underlying the diverse observed effects on grain yield of manipulating either a source or a sink parameter. To put this in a general perspective, we have to face (at least) the following problems to optimize or detect causal factors for a complex trait by correlation study: (i) natural variation might not be great enough to cover the optimal solution (population size limitation); (ii), the sampling might not represent the full scenarios (sampling bias); (iii) the conclusion might be improperly drawn by simple regression analysis (cognitive prejudice).
A systems approach, namely developing a highly mechanistic model of a complex process or phenomenon, is one method to solve these challenges. In fact, the concept of developing a model of source-sink interaction to understand source-sink interaction dates back to decades ago, and many computational models have been developed since then. Here we comment on a few representative models and also point out the limitations of currently available models. An early semimechanistic model for simulating the S:R in vegetative plants which integrates underground root N uptake, above-ground CO 2 assimilation, and root-shoot transport was developed by Thornley (1972) , which shows 'how many aspects of plant behaviour can be predicted from only the most basic of plant processes' (Wilson, 1988) . Based on Münch's hypothesis of convective bulk flow driven by an osmotically generated pressure gradient and saturable unloading kinetics, Minchin et al. (1993) developed a simple sugar transport model which can simulate sink priority. Since then, assimilate transport under non-steady state conditions (Thompson and Holbrook, 2003) , for complex phloem path architecture (Thorpe et al., 2011) , and with coupled phloem/xylem flow (Hall and Minchin, 2013) have been modeled. The growth of trees bearing multiple and diverse sources and sinks was simulated with an L-systems-based model of source-sink interaction (Allen et al., 2005) . However, a common weakness of all these models is that some parameters (such as sieve tube resistance and osmotic pressure) used are usually hard to measure (Thorpe Fig. 2 . Relationship between crop grain yield and potential influencing factors. Whole growth-season average daily radiation (A) and minimum temperature (B), data from Peng et al. (2004) for rice; nitrogen application rates (C), data from Yang (2015) for rice; the amount of dry matter accumulation at anthesis (D), data from Zi et al. (2015) for waxy wheat; heading stage leaf area index (E), data from Chen et al. (1991) for rice; thousand grain weight (F), data from Dogbe et al. (2015) for rice; root biomass at harvest (G), data from Waines (2012) for spring bread wheat; grain nitrogen content at harvest (H), data from Fageria et al. (2011) for rice. al., 2011) . There are some newly developed technologies aiming to measure some parameters and variables in such models, such as sieve element hydrostatic pressure (Gould et al., 2004) and phloem transport velocity (Jensen et al., 2011; De Schepper et al., 2013) . However, more effort is needed to enable complete parameterization and validation of such models of assimilate transport.
Some other models, such as the EPIC crop growth model (Williams et al., 1989) and GECROS (Yin and van Laar, 2005) , have also been proposed. These models simulate material partitioning between organs based on empirical data or theoretical conjectures, for example the functional balance theory (Davidson, 1969) , rather than modeling transport resistance directly as in the mentioned physics-based models. Although they avoid the problem of parameterization, their capacity to predict source-sink interaction beyond scenarios used in model parameterization is compromised (Wilson, 1988) .
As one may see, most of the contemporary models are rather weak for the molecular basis of source-sink interaction. Although these models are very useful to explore the natural fitness and acclimation of crops under different conditions in general, this deficiency inevitably compromises the application of these models in a number of areas where crop systems models can make a large contribution. These areas include, but are not limited to, identifying potential targets to genetically engineer to improve the source-sink relationship, linking genetic variations to variations in grain yield and hence parental selection in breeding, and identifying optimal growth patterns and optimal genetic composition for crops to gain high productivity in future changed climate.
Thus, we propose to use a new systems approach, which can hopefully help link the molecular mechanism directly to physiological source-sink interaction. First, this model is required since the detailed plant growth and developmental process, which determine final crop yields together, should be regarded as one irreducible problem. As shown in Fig. 1, there is continuous material exchange between organs, and there is also a close relationship between different metabolic pathway (e.g. C metabolism and N metabolism). All these demand an integrative model instead of an isolated analysis of one organ or one pathway. Secondly, even with the recognition that many species-or even cultivar-specific regulatory metabolic processes exist, many basic regulatory, metabolic, and physiological processes are shared between cultivars of the same crop, or even across species. The difference between different crops can be mathematically represented as different parameterizations of the same or similar complex systems model. In other words, the particular source-sink interaction pattern can be regarded as an emergent property of the complex system under a particular parameterization and certain boundary conditions (e.g. environmental conditions). Last, but not least, the new model can be used as a major tool in basic research of source-sink interaction. Once such model is established and validated; it may be used to better characterize the molecular events responsible for dynamic changes of source-sink status of different organs and extract the key molecular processes determining the potential of manipulating source or sink for crop yield enhancement. It is hard to overemphasize the potential of such a model for the future basic and applied research related to the source, sink, and their interactions.
Routes towards a highly mechanistic model of sourcesink interaction
A highly mechanistic model of source sink interaction needs to include mechanistic modules for source, sink, and the related transport processes. At a minimum, detailed C and N metabolic processes in different organs (such as leaves, root, and grains), the transport process in stem and between organs, and the architecture of plants need to be considered in such a model (Table 3 ). An important feature of the model Wu et al. (2007) is modularization, which means different organs and metabolic pathways can be assembled or modified independently of other processes (Table 3) . With this feature, the new mechanism related to source, sink, or flow can be incorporated in the model easily. Moreover, the model can be adapted to different species by adding or altering some species-specific features, as discussed throughout this review. It would seem that development of such a model is beyond the capacity of any single lab, hence a community effort as proposed by Zhu et al. (2016) is needed. Fortunately, many modules representing each of the involved individual processes have been developed (Table 3) , which form a solid starting point to start building a prototype of such a mechanistic model of source-sink interactions. How do we develop such a model? A bottom-up approach and top-down approach are two potential options. The bottom-up approach needs first to develop individual highly mechanistic modules of each of the processes involved. After each module is developed and validated, they can be combined together to develop the final complete sourcesink model. The second approach is first to develop a highly simplified framework model of source-sink interaction, which includes established relationships between factors involved in source-sink interaction, such as carbohydrate accumulation-induced inhibition of photosynthesis, N remobilization-induced leaf senescence, and C-and N-based sink development and maintenance. However, the detailed molecular processes occurring in different source and sink organs will not be modeled in great detail initially, but rather will be gradually incorporated and updated with the progress of understanding of them. With a gradually increased level of the mechanistic basis in such a model, it will become easier and easier to guide the study of sourcesink interaction and to manipulate the source-sink relationship based on tailored needs.
Conclusions
Although improving source activity is recognized as a major option to increase crop yield potential further, to realize such a potential in crops requires a highly co-ordinated sink activity and related transport capacity. Given the current demand to improve crop yields in a changing global climate within a limited time frame, we urgently need to be able to control the source-sink relationship rationally. Nevertheless, source and sink interact closely with many factors affecting them at the whole-plant level (Fig. 1) , which leads to a non-linear pattern of responses when a single property related to either source, flow, or sink is manipulated (Table 2 ). This high nonlinearity might underlie why the current genetic engineering effort aiming at manipulating either source or sink to increase crop yields has achieved limited success. We argue that a well modularized and highly mechanistic model of source-sink interaction holds great potential to help predict yield for different crops under different conditions. The model, to reach its long-term impact, needs to be developed through a community effort.
